Dear Oregon Legislature:
You have passed the latest gun-control bill, in the Oregon Legislature, and ignored all the many voters
and taxpayers in Oregon who do not want more gun-control in this state. This is a bald, out right effort to
permanently register all firearms in Oregon. However, we have this to say to you, all of the Bucher family
and myself, who live in Oregon and are natives:.
We refuse to submit to your fascist, dictatorial and un-American gun control laws and bills any longer in
Oregon. We will obey the Constitution of the United States, because that is the only law over firearms. In
this country we are permitted to own and use firearms by the general public. It is only the legal
Constitution of the United States that can give the role on firearms, and the laws that Oregon legislature
has just passed are actually ILLEGAL.
We of the Bucher family in Oregon, refuse to accept your fascist control and registration of firearms in this
state. Massachusetts tried the same thing, they defied the Constitution of America, and ordered all
firearm users to give over their firearms, enmass,and give them up to the state.
That is exactly what is going on here, that is the next step; the Oregon Legislature, will eventually order
all firearm and gun users to register permanently every single firearm with the state as it is doing now,
except that it is for five years now. In the future it will be permanently registered.and we refuse every
single one of us, to go along with it. we know that eventually the Oregon Legislature will try to take away
every single firearm in Oregon.
your new gun control laws in the Oregon Legislature are completely illegal under the Constitution of the
United States, and as firearm and gun owners, all we Oregonians dispute that your gun control laws are
legal under the Constitution.
if all of us in Oregon, who are firearm users and owners, were to go to the Supreme Court of the United
States, and sue you, the Oregon Legislature, for breaking the rules and laws of the Constitution, we
would be completely in our rights to do so.
And, since you are forcing us to register our guns, we would be completely in our rights under the
Constitution, if we were to refuse to obey all gun control laws passed by the Oregon Legislature, because
under federal law they are unconstitutional, and constitutional law comes before state law.if you don't
believe this, please consult federal laws.
If you are trying to stop criminals from obtaining guns, these gun-control laws you just passed are
completely futile in that endeavor. These laws will only stop LEGAL, LAW – BIDING CITIZENS, and NOT
CRIMINALS. These gun control laws will now enable big-drug-dealers in Oregon to make fortunes selling
firearms to non-criminals who can no longer get firearms under Oregon law, to protect themselves.
Ask yourself this:DID severe anti-drug laws, ever stop drug dealers from selling masses of drugs to the
public? DID anti-marijuana laws ever stop drug dealers from selling huge amounts of marijuana to the
public?DID anti-alcohol laws, decades ago, ever stop citizens from obtaining liquor? Now ask yourself this
question; CAN anti-firearm control and registration, ever stop big time drug dealers and Mexican criminal
organizations in Oregon, from selling firearms illegally also? CAN Internet police, scan all of the Internet
constantly, to stop any organization or person from selling firearms online?
Your gun control and background check laws that you have just passed in the Oregon Legislature, are
illegal under the laws of the Constitution of the United States, and that would hold up in the Supreme
Court.
Sincerely, secretary of the Bucher family, and representative,in Oregon,
Dorothy H Bucher, Eugene Oregon, 97404

